Price List
Cosmetic Permanent Makeup
Consultations

All our consultations are redeemable against your first treatment. If you
choose not to proceed with a treatment then this is non-refundable.

£40

Test area

(To test colour, sensitivity and vitiligo reactivity- small area of pigment
tattooed into the skin in the area to be treated)
NB. Test area treatments are NOT redeemable against full treatments.

£50.00

Brows
'Bronze' Package*
Microblading.

Fine hairstrokes, adds texture and fullness (no shading).
*(Does not last as long as with the digital machine)
**(Microblading is not ideal if you have oily skin in the forehead area.
Digital machine achieves better results long term)

'Silver' Package*
Realism Brows - Combined
method

Fine hairstrokes along the whole brow using Microblading and digital
machine for longevity. With 2-3 colours.

£300

£350

*(Lasts longer than Microblading alone)
(Most Popular!)
'Gold' Package*
Ombre brows.

3D Hairstrokes at the front of brow blending into a shaded or ombre
effect into main body of brow. Produced using a microblade and digital
machine with 2-3 colours.

£400

Brow Scar Camouflage *

Hairstrokes placed to disguise small scarred areas within the brow.

£175

Fine eyeliner through
lashes*

Through lash line – very subtle effect

£310

Medium Eyeliner *

Natural makeup look

£330

Thick Eyeliner *

Obvious makeup look
(Most Popular!)

£350

Ultra Thick Eyeliner *

With shading

£430

Thick Eyeliner with colour
accent*

Accent colour placed above the main eyeliner.

£495

Eyeliner flicks*

Add to any eyeliner price

£50

Top liner only

Deduct £40 from eyeliner price

Eyeliner
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Lips
Subtle Lip Liner *

Redefines your own lip border.

£295

Natural Lip blush *

Colour gradually blends in from the outer edge of the lips to the main body
of the lip, enhancing/correcting the shape and giving a fuller appearance.

£375

Full lip tint *

This can look like either a sheer lip tint or a more opaque lipstick effect over
the whole lip area.

£440

(Most Popular!)
Beauty Spot *

£100

*One Touch-up Treatment Session for any of the above treatments marked with an asterisk within Two Months of
initial treatment. Included within the initial price.
Any further colour changes or shape alterations will be charged at the appropriate colour boost price as below.

Treatment Packages
'Ruby' Treatment Offer!
(Save £50)

Includes:
'Bronze' Eyebrow treatment @ £300
'Fine Eyeliner' on top and bottom lids @£330
(Normal price £660)

£580

'Sapphire' Treatment
Offer!
(Save £50)

Includes:
'Silver' Eyebrow treatment @£350
'Thick Eyeliner' on top and bottom lids @£350
(Normal price £700)

£650

'Emerald' Full face Offer! 'Bronze' Eyebrow treatment @£300
(Save £100)
'Thick' Eyeliner on both lids @£350
Natural Lip blush @£375
(Normal price £1055)

£925

Please note*
1. All treatments need to be booked and a deposit of £75 per treatment must paid for at time of booking.
2. If you would like to upgrade any treatment, i.e, to a thicker eyeliner, then the additional price list cost will be
applicable.
3. Cannot be taken with any other discount offer.
Prices are subject to change without written notice.
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